1. INTRODUCTION

Sirannon is an open source streamer which aims at being flexible and modular for research and development. For a description about Sirannon itself, refer to the summary paper included in the submission for the Open Source Software Competition [2], the manual included in the distribution or the full paper submitted to ACM Multimedia 2009 [1].

The five following demonstrations illustrate the different capabilities of Sirannon: streaming, video tool or simulation. These demos work with any of the supported containers and codecs listed in the paper describing the program. However, when using user selected content, unforeseen problems could occur due to uncommon extensions of codecs or not fully compliant bit streams. Therefore, three sample containers, demo.mov, demo.avi and demo.mpeg, are available at the website [?], and each demo was tested using these three containers. Figures 6, 7 and 8 present the bit rate evolution of these samples. Copy the different "demo n.xml" files located under "dat/xml" in the distribution to the directory where the sample containers are located and invoke the program from here.

In addition, as media player the use of the VLC Media Player [3] for network playback is highly recommended. In order to open a network stream in VLC, go to File > Open Network Stream in older versions of VLC or Media > Open Network in the latest version and select the proper protocol, typically RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol [6]) or RTSP (Real Time Streaming Protocol [7]) in the following demonstrations. Sometimes artifacts occur due to starting the playback in the middle of the stream or overflow of the receive buffers which then VLC dynamically increases.

Finally, to view each demo configuration in the user interface, run: $ python interface/sirannon.py
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Figure 2: Trivial graph containing just the component RTSP-server which dynamically creates a series of nested components for each requested stream.

- End each stream by closing VLC or pressing stop.
- Kill the program in the shell to end the demo.

2.3 Impairment

This demo shows Sirannon can function as a tool for example to analyse and impair a stream (see figure 3). The configuration generates an elementary video stream. To ensure VLC recognizes this raw format, use the extensions ".m1v", ".m2v", ".m4v" and ".264" in the file name, respectively for the codecs MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and H.264/AVC. The demo configuration takes four additional arguments: the path of the source container, the path of the generated elementary stream, the packet loss for I-frames and the packet loss for P/B-frames. In addition, random packet loss, especially for increasingly higher probabilities, can corrupt a stream in such ways the player crashes during playback.

- $ sirannon demo3.xml demo.mpeg demo.m1v 0.001 0.005
- The program impairs the stream as fast as possible and terminates when the container is fully processed.
- Test the results of the impairment by playing the generated elementary stream in a player such as VLC.
- Experiment by changing the values of the packet loss and watching the newly generated stream.

2.4 Differentiated streaming

Sirannon allows sending a stream using multiple transport mechanism (see figure 4a), which distinguishes itself from other streamers. These multiple links allow for novel and experimental transport mechanisms. As demonstration, the configuration uses three types of mechanisms: RTP, UDP and TCP. However, standard players cannot handle these multiple links, requiring a second Sirannon configuration, acting as proxy to rejoin the multiple links into a single link which a standard player supports (see figure 4b). The first configuration takes as extra argument the path of the container you wish to stream and the destination address.

- proxy: $ sirannon demo48.xml 127.0.0.1
- Open an additional shell and execute the following line in the shell:
- server: $ sirannon demo48.xml demo.mpeg 127.0.0.1
- Launch VLC, in the network tab select the UDP protocol using port 1234 (default).
- The content should start playing instantaneously.
- Kill the program in both shells to end the demo. If you kill the streamer first, the proxy will produce buffer underflow warnings since it receives no more data.

Figure 3: Impairment configuration, frame-analyzer parses the frame type from each video frame while frame-classifier splits the stream in a stream of I-frames and a stream of P/B-frames and Sirannon-packetizer provides a codec independent packetization.

2.5 Simulation

Finally, Sirannon can function as a simulator, for example simulating hours of streaming in mere minutes. This demo simulates the streaming of three streams concurrently through a basic buffer and evaluates the packet loss due to buffer overflows and the average delay of the buffer. By writing your own custom buffer, novel or experimental buffers can be simulated. The configuration takes 7 additional arguments: path of the nested configuration, path of the first, second and third container, number of loops, buffer rate (in kbps) and buffer size (in packets).

- $ sirannon demo5A.xml demo5B.xml demo5B.xml demo.mov demo.mpeg demo.avi 1 8000 80
- Play with the values of the buffer size and buffer rate to evaluate the effects on the average delay and packet loss.
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Figure 4: Differentiated streaming, in (a) using three different types of transport mechanisms, RTP, UDP and TCP, with the TCP connection handling the I-frames, the RTP link the P/B-frames and the UDP link the audio. In (b) the proxy rejoins the differentiated streams into a single UDP link, receivable and playable by a standard media player.

Figure 5: Simulating network buffers, in (a) three streams are sent through one experimental buffer with the component statistics measuring the packet loss and average delay of the buffer over a long period. (b) shows the nested streamer configuration used in each component block from figure 5a.

(a) Simulator

(b) Nested configuration

Figure 7: Bit rate evolution of demo.mov (using a window of 1000 ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mean</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>sigma</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>size (B)</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1470</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bit rate (kbps)</td>
<td>1086</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6084</td>
<td>1007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Bit rate evolution of demo.mpeg (using a window of 1000 ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mean</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>sigma</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>size (B)</td>
<td>1347</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1470</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bit rate (kbps)</td>
<td>1331</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7307</td>
<td>1190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>